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No scientific topic has been more in the press and
in legislative hearing rooms than stem cells. Behind the
news-catching events of the last 5 years, there has been
an amazing amount of research into the mechanisms of
action of stem cells: (1) from differentiated tissue,
where the stem cells tend to repair or repopulate the
organ where they reside; (2) from primitive or
embryonic tissue that has not yet made the journey of
differentiation;and (3) from cells that appear to be able
to transdifferentiate from the organ where they reside
to other tissues. This phenomenon of plasticity is
under intensive research by investigators studying
readily available adult stem cells, for example, those in
the blood and bone marrow, and their ability to
become a stem cell for another organ of the body.
This book begins with a historical perspective on
stem cells and walks the reader straight to the
knowledge revolution of the last few years. It
accomplishes this with information instead of passion,
with clear studies and data instead of polarized points
of view. This book helps place into context the much-
publicized and controversial studies highlighted by the
news media.
The first chapter, by the editor, gives an important
overview of the path of differentiation and some
possible side trips of nature. It also offers clear
definitions of terms that make the information in the
rest of the book more understandable. Each chapter
author has a depth of knowledge in his or her field, yet
they are all careful to include examples of practical use
of the information,either in further basic research or in
possible treatment applications.
Methods of growing and isolating embryonic stem
cells are covered in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 4 traces
the journey from embryonic stem cell to functional,
differentiated tissue architecture. Chapter 5 explains
germ cell interactions and combinations as they move
on their way to becoming embryonic stem cells or
supporting their growth.
Chapter 6 covers the cloning of mammalian cells,
with a description of the difficulties of the processes as
well as the observed outcomes of producing either
new cloned organisms or sources of cells for repair of
the current organism.
In Chapter 8, repair and wound healing are
described first in the amphibian model, where these
mechanisms are extensive. This is followed by two
examples of human repair systems in the next two
chapters: dermal repair and reconstruction of skin; and
bone marrow mesenchymal cells for reconstituting
mesodermal tissues such as bone, cartilage, muscle,
tendons,and ligaments,as well as bone marrow stromal
cells. Normal and abnormal hematopoietic stem cell
lineages are explored from the starting point of the
hematopoietic stem cell. The authors also discuss use
of the hematopoietic stem cell as a means of rescue,
treatment, or both of leukemias and lymphomas.
Beginning with Chapter 16, the book takes us first
through the development of organ systems, then
through the development of disease, with suggestions
for areas of research that may lead to treatment using
stem cell–based or augmented strategies. The coverage
of neural, cardiovascular, and hepatic organs is
particularly informative and captures the extensive
research being done in those areas.
All in all, the book gives a very timely review of
these varied topics, with up-to-date references. The
illustrations provided by the chapter authors are top-
notch and very helpful to the understanding of the
topics. Although not every reader may wish to go
through every page of this reference text, this reviewer,
for one, will be going back section by section many
times in the years to come. The concise setting of the
assembled knowledge and the insight that the authors
give on each of these complex subjects are quite
valuable in promoting understanding of the topics
described and their potential medical importance.
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